
SAC Minutes- May 8, 2018 
 
Call to order at 5:34 by Melissa Henry 
 
Welcome and Introductions- Chairperson Henry stated we all know each other and are family 
 
Minutes from Previous Meeting: 

Henry motions to approve, Dr.Ryan seconds- 1 correction to be made 
Unanimous approve 

 
School Improvement Plan Slide Shown 
 
Parent Point of Contact Slide Shown 
 
New Business: 

-Henry called for Secretary nominations 
-Sharon Powers was nominated by Melissa Henry, Cheryl Wood seconded 
-Unanimous approval  

 
Community Service Requirements Slide: 

Melissa Henry requested inclusion of this topic.  Parents had been reaching out ot here 
regarding questions if there is a mandatory requirement 

Principal Jackson- There is not a  mandatory requirement but some clubs, such as NJHS 
have requirements, High school is different in that there are requirements for different clubs and 
scholarships.  Requirements should be posted on their site.  
 
IXL Program Slide: 

-Principal Jackson requesting SAC to fund IXL for upcoming 2018-2019 school year 
.LNMS purchased for the 17/18 school year .  The district will not fund for LNMS for upcoming 
year as they only fund for schools in need,  

-It is used for intervention at LNMS and all math teachers use  
-LNMS also paid for Reading Plus and use IReady for diagnostics 
-If SAC does not fund, LNMS will find funds to purchase the program but it will be 

questioned by the district 
-Question was raised when funds are budgeted/deposited into SAC account- Answer 

was that last year some was deposited at the end of year and the rest during summer  
Ms.Wood shared the budget slide . some funds are encumbered but shown on slide 
-Chair Henry called for discussion 

-Options - split with PTSA, or percentage.  M.Henry would rather not pursue that 
route 

-What recurring items will b needed next year?  Look at programs we did this 
year and see if we will do them next year.  



-Challenge Day could be paid for by school and would not be questioned by 
district  

-Hypothetical calculations if the entire IXL ($7019)  was funded by SAC as each 
line item on budget was decided if it would be needed for upcoming year 

-Clarification Question asked by parent regarding the purpose of SAC- Chair Henry gave 
breakdown of SAC’s role in school 

-Chair Henry feels SAC should fund entire purchase 
-Question arose regarding the per student license fee- a new teacher was not using 

because she came in January.  If new teachers are hired during the year, will this happen 
again? Mrs. Jackson- we accounted for growth with the number of accounts requested and Mrs. 
Herold will have a license so she could assign that to a new teacher. Jackson also states it is 
possible to add more licenses as admins and transfer.  

-SAC would like ot be offered the opportunity to fund additional licenses next year if 
needed 

-Melissa Henry motioned to approve the request to fund the IXL purchase for math, Kim 
Tinetti seconded.  Vote was unanimous in favor of funding the entire purchase. Melissa Henry 
requests a grant proposal form  and MS, Wood will provide. 
 
School Improvement Plan Gallery Walk Slide:   

-Principal Jackson explained what a Gallery Walk was and how to work through the 
process at each of the 5 posters   (see additional document for Gallery Walk posters write up) 
 
Meeting adjourned by Melissa Henry at 7:11 
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